
A TRIP TO PRAGUE 

 

Visiting Prague is always a good idea for trip. Three classes from high medical school visited the 

capital of the Czech Republic - Prague. It was on 10
th

 March 2014. I t was warm and sunny weather. 

We met at 7:30 a.m and we left at 7:45 a.m.To Prague we traveled by bus. We didn´t have to pay for 

it. The journey to Prague was interesting. We could see beautiful nature near Prague. I saw Vaclav 

Havel Airport the first time from a distance. 

 

When we arrived there, it was 8:45 and we had 15 minutes  to move into the theatre.When we went 

over the bridge, we saw Dancing House. We were in a hurry and we were fast. The theatre was great 

and funny. I understood everything the actors said.We could practice our English. The story about 

twins. It was a bit confusing but educative. 

 

After the theatre we went sightseeing. We visited a lot of historical places in Prague. The sights 

which I liked the most were  Wenceslas Square, National Museum, Astronomical Clock, St. Vitus 

Cathedral and Charles Bridge.Wenceslas square is always full of tourists because there are a lot of 

different shops and of course the most popular fast food restaurant in the world Mc Donalds. 

National Museum is the oldest museum but the building is closed for reconstruction.There are 

exhibitions and old historical things. Astonomical Clock with 12 apostles´ procession is on Old 

Town Hall Tower. It's the most popular Prague attraction. St.Vitus Cathedral is located near Prague 

Castle on the hill.There we could see wonderful view to the city. The Cathedtral is a very exciting 

building.Charles Bridge is my favourite place. I can see from there a lot of other places . It's very 

special feeling for me. 

 

Our trip was amazing and exciting. I liked everything and that long journey round various sights. I 

really liked our teacher. She had great idea with pieces of paper where we had some information 

about sights. The only thing which I didn't like was other people in the theatre.They were very loud 

and sometimes I couldn't hear anything. This trip will stay in my heart forever. Memories are the 

best. 
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